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How Well do Orthopedic Surgeons Recognize Different 
Models of Total Elbow Arthroplasties on Plain 

Radiographs with the Use of a Diagnostic Flowchart?

Abstract

Background: Recognition of total elbow arthroplasties (TEAs) on plain radiographs is difficult due to a multitude of 
different types and models. Especially if surgery reports and documentation are not available, lost or when the primary 
surgery was performed in another hospital the prosthesis type may be undeterminable. Therefore we investigated 
in this platform study if a flowchart aids in recognition of thirteen different total elbow arthroplasty models on plain 
radiographs.

Methods: An online questionnaire on the Shoulder and Elbow Platform was developed. Plain radiographs of thirteen 
TEA models were shown with and without the help of an especially developed flowchart describing distinguishing 
features.

Results: Ten orthopedic surgeons specialized in upper extremity surgery completed the study. Recognition rates of the 
thirteen total elbow arthroplasty models ranged between 20 and 100 percent without the flowchart. Using the flowchart 
recognition varied between 40 and 90 percent. The recognition rates with the flowchart were not significantly higher. 
Inter-observer reliability did not increase on a significant level.

Conclusion: Correct recognition of total elbow arthroplasty models with plain radiographs remains imperfect with our 
developed flowchart. The flowchart increased correct recognition rates and inter-observer reliability. 

Level of evidence: II

Keywords: Arthroplasty, Decision Trees, Elbow, Observer variation, Radiography, Recognition (Psychology), 
Replacement

Introduction

Recognition of total elbow arthroplasties (TEAs) on 
plain radiographs is difficult due to a multitude of 
different types and models. Especially if surgery 

reports and documentation are not available, lost or when 
the primary surgery was performed in another hospital 
prosthesis type may be undeterminable. Since the 1970s 

many different models and brands of TEAs have been used 
(1,2). Commonly the hinge mechanism is used to classify 
TEAs in two basic design forms: linked and unlinked 
prostheses. Besides linkage type, fixation methods in 
the bone differ as well. The prosthesis can be fixated by 
screws, cement or with an osseo-integrative coating (2). 
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inter-observer reliability.

Materials and Methods
Study Design and Setting

An online questionnaire on the Shoulder and Elbow 
Platform was developed at the Amphia Hospital, Breda, 
the Netherlands. Plain radiographs of thirteen TEA 
models were shown [Figure 1]. The questionnaire 
consisted of anterior-posterior and lateral radiographs 
of each model. The participants had to choose from a list 
of all included models. After choosing a model name from 
the list and confirmation of the choice, no feedback was 
provided and the next model was shown.

Participants
Sixty-five independent orthopedic surgeons were 

invited from different countries who had participated 
before on the Shoulder and Elbow Platform and who are 
specialized in upper limb surgery. On behalf of the senior 
authors, the Platform website sent an e-mail providing an 
internet link to the questionnaire. A reminder e-mail was 
sent to initial non-responders. 

The differences in the hinge design and linkage type are 
important for pre-operative planning of revision surgery. 
Special equipment, such as model-specific screwdrivers 
for decoupling or broaches for removal of a cement 
mantle, need more preparation and scheduled time for 
revision surgery.

We assumed that recognition might be aided by a 
flowchart that uses the main distinguishing characteristics 
of each prosthesis. In literature we identified one study 
that describes model-specific characteristics of total 
elbow arthroplasties (3). In other studies, total elbow 
arthroplasties are only described by their function of 
replacing the elbow joint (4–7). This information only 
helps the surgeon by giving an overview of arthroplasty 
models.

This study compares accuracy and inter-observer 
agreement of orthopedic surgeons specialized in upper 
limb arthroplasty to recognize prosthesis models with 
and without a flowchart. Our primary hypothesis is 
that there is no difference in recognition of arthroplasty 
models with and without a flowchart. Our secondary 
hypothesis is that the flowchart makes no difference in 

Figure 1. The radiographs used in the questionnaire with their specific design features

 Total elbow
arthroplasty model Radiographs – anterior-posterior and lateral views Specific features       

Coonrad Morrey
- Linked prosthesis
- Anterior flange
- Cylindrical linkage 

Discovery
- Linked prosthesis
- Anterior flange
- Diabolo-shaped linkage
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Figure 1 Continued.

GSB-III
- Linked prosthesis
- No anterior flange 
- Tapered humeral and ulnar stems

Instrumented Bone 
Preserving

- Unlinked prosthesis
- Humeral component not completely 
circular on lateral view

Kudo 4

- Unlinked prosthesis
- Humeral component completely 
circular, with posterior step-off on 
lateral view

Kudo 5

- Unlinked prosthesis
- Humeral component completely 
circular, with flat posterior side on 
lateral view
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Figure 1 Continued.

Latitude

- Variable linkage prosthesis, linked 
type depicted.
- Anterior flange
- Capitellar resurfacing
- Possibility of radial head arthro-
plasty

Nexel

- Linked prosthesis
- Anterior flange
- Cylindrical linkage
- Rounded shape of humeral compo-
nent on AP view

Norway Elbow
- Linked prosthesis
- No anterior flange
- Tapered stem on lateral view

Sheer
- Linked prosthesis
- No anterior flange
- Ulnar component has step-off
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Study description
We developed a flowchart focused on distinctive features 

of each design [Figure 2]. The first session was performed 
without this flowchart. The same set of radiographs was 
presented in the same order. After the first session, a link to 
the flowchart appeared highlighted in the announcement 
of the second session. Then the same set of total elbow 
arthroplasty models was presented in a different order 
than before. A new link to the flowchart accompanied 
every new question in case of closure of the flowchart. 

Statistical analysis
Inter-observer reliability of the use of the flowchart 

was tested with Fleiss’ kappa test for multiple observers. 
Frequently used interpretations of kappa values are used 
(8). Percentages of correct recognition per arthroplasty 
model and per surgeon were calculated for both sessions 

Figure 1. Continued.

Solar
- Linked prosthesis
- No anterior flange
- Tapered humeral stem on AP view

Souter Strathclyde

- Unlinked prosthesis
- O-shape in humeral component
- Polyethylene ulnar component 
possible

 Souter Strathclyde -
revision

- Unlinked prosthesis
- O-shape in humeral component
- Long humeral stem
- Metal ulnar component with 
polyethylene inlay

by dividing the number of correct answers by all possible 
answers. Significance was set at a p-value of less than 
0.05. Differences were analyzed with McNemar’s test for 
paired dichotomous data. The outcomes were scored by 
recognition of coupling mechanism (linked and unlinked) 
and by model type if applicable, as for instance the Kudo 
prosthesis has been produced in several versions.

Results
Ten orthopedic surgeons specialized in upper 

extremity surgery completed the study. Seven worked 
in the Netherlands, two in Belgium and one in France. 
Percentages of correctly recognized total elbow 
arthroplasty models, including p-values of statistical 
difference for the use of the flowchart [Table 1]. 

Recognition of the Coonrad Morrey prosthesis scored a 
lower value with the use of the flowchart, compared to 
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Figure 2. Flowchart to aid in recognition of total elbow arthroplasties, describing distinguishing features. By answering the questions the correct 
model is found.

Table 1.  Recognition rates per total elbow arthroplasty model with and without the flowchart. The p-values are shown in the right column

 Total elbow arthroplasty
model

Correct – no flowchart
)%(

Correct – with flowchart
)%(

 Difference
)%(

Significance
)P-value(

Coonrad Morrey 100 80 -20 0.50

Discovery 50 90 +40 0.38

GSB-III 30 40 +10 1.00

Instrumented Bone Preserving 60 80 +20 0.50

Kudo 4 20 40 +20 0.63

Kudo 5 40 40 = 1.00

Latitude 90 90 = 1.00

Nexel 30 50 +20 0.63

Norway Elbow 50 70 +20 0.63

Sheer 30 40 +10 1.00

Solar 30 60 +30 0.38

Souter Strathclyde 80 90 +10 1.00

Souter Strathclyde - revision 80 90 +10 1.00
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all other models who demonstrated an equal or higher 
recognition rate. However, any model had a significant 
change in recognition. 

Seven out of ten surgeons performed better with 
the flowchart, two performed the same and one 
performed worse. Accuracy per surgeon is shown, as 
well as significance [Table 2]. Surgeon no. 5 performed 
significantly better with the flowchart than without.

Inter-observer reliability increased in twelve of thirteen 
arthroplasty models. As demonstrated, five of thirteen 
models demonstrated substantial to almost perfect inter-
observer reliability with use of the flowchart compared 
to two of thirteen without the flowchart [Table 3].

Analysis of incorrect answers revealed six percent 
(8/130) of possible choices in the wrong category of 

Table 2. Overall recognition rates per surgeon, for with and without the flowchart. The p-values are shown in the right column

Orthopedic surgeon Correct – no flowchart
)n(

Correct – with flowchart
)n( )%( Difference Significance

)P-value(

1 11 11 = 1.00

2 4 7 +30 0.25

3 7 12 +50 0.06

4 2 6 +40 1.00

5 5 12 +70 0.02

6 11 12 +10 1.00

7 9 9 = 1.00

8 4 7 +30 0.25

9 4 5 +10 1.00

10 9 6 -30 0.45

Table 3. Inter-observer agreement per total elbow arthroplasty model. Shown values are Fleiss’ kappa values (κ-values). Interpretation of 
κ values: <0, less than chance. 0-0.20, slight. 0.21-0.40, fair. 0.41-0.60, moderate. 0.61-0.80, substantial. 0.81-0.99, almost perfect. 1, perfect.

Total elbow arthroplasty model Inter-observer agreement – no flowchart Inter-observer agreement – with flowchart

Coonrad Morrey 0.62 0.67

Discovery 0.33 0.65

GSB-III 0.00 0.09

Instrumented Bone Preserving 0.31 0.53

Kudo 4 0.04 0.30

Kudo 5 0.18 0.17

Latitude 0.70 0.78

Nexel 0.07 0.23

Norway Elbow 0.14 0.35

Sheer 0.07 0.24

Solar 0.09 0.25

Souter Strathclyde 0.59 0.88

Souter Strathclyde - revision 0.40 0.78

linkage model without the flowchart. With flowchart, 
this percentage decreased to three percent (4/130). The 
correct possible choices of any Kudo prosthesis (Kudo 4 
of Kudo 5) increased from 65 percent to 85 percent using 
the flowchart. Souter Strathclyde prosthesis (Souter 
Strathclyde primary or revision prosthesis) recognition 
increased from 85 percent to 95 percent.

Discussion
Using the flowchart correct model recognition improved 

in seven of ten orthopedic surgeons, however significant 
for one surgeon. We found no significant difference in 
correct recognition per arthroplasty model with and 
without the flowchart, and therefore we have to accept 
our primary hypothesis. 
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As a secondary hypothesis, we tested the inter-observer 
reliability. Inter-observer reliability increased for all TEA 
models using the flowchart. However, the increase was 
not significant, whereby the secondary hypothesis has 
to be accepted. Nevertheless, recognition of linkage type 
appears acceptable on plain radiographs.

Since different total elbow arthroplasties have been 
used, correct model recognition is important to plan 
revision surgery and to anticipate on model-specific 
pitfalls or implant linkage instruments. Correct 
recognition of model type is therefore paramount. 
This is the first study to determine reliability of 
recognition of total elbow arthroplasty models on plain 
radiographs. In literature, only one article emphasizes 
on distinguishing characteristics of different models of 
total elbow arthroplasty (3). Therefore, unfortunately, no 
comparisons can be made to other studies.

With the multidtude of models, recognition is more 
difficult and could be misinterpreted between clinicians, 
just as eponyms, who have a very low inter-observer 
agreement (9).

For clinical practice, a flowchart offers a simple tool 
for aid in recognition. The contemporary practice at 
our institution is consulting a colleague, which requires 
face-to-face or telephone contact, exchange of patient 
identification numbers and viewing the radiographs. 
This process might be time consuming. On the contrary, 
a flowchart is always available and repeatable and a 
colleague can still be consulted as well.   

This study should be interpreted in light of its 
limitations. Firstly, a relative small group of observers 
completed the study. The number of orthopedic 
surgeons specialized in elbow arthroplasty is relatively 
low compared to, for example, hip and knee surgeons. 
This together with non-responders lead to a fairly 
small number of observers. Secondly, we did not 
perform intra-observer reliability since inter-observer 
agreement is clinically more relevant as the surgery 
requirements are ordered once per surgery.

On plain radiographs three-dimensional structures 
can be depicted inaccurately because of angulation 
and relative magnification of the radiation beam. 
Flexion contractures of the elbow can distort the two-
dimensional view of the radiographs. A computerized 
three-dimensional shape-recognition programme 
might aid in distorted images. Correct recognition of 

orthopedic implants remains a challenge, as assessors 
have to be aware of the appearance of contemporary 
and historic implant models (5). 

Correct recognition of total elbow arthroplasty models 
with plain radiographs remains imperfect with our 
developed flowchart. In general, however not significant, 
the flowchart increased correct recognition rates and 
inter-observer reliability. Therefore, we do encourage 
use of the flowchart to aid in determining unknown total 
elbow arthroplasty models.
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